Kedesh

Unit CB3 6.100  Date dug 23-6-09  Locus CSX0080

Beg. Levels 464.54
End levels 464.41

Under unit(s) —
Over unit(s) 101

Volume 310 L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
loci, the brown, many & medium to large cobbles

Pottery wt. 5.364

Ldm Senii, Fine & Sandy Creek

Span Loan Age to Pea. I-Hill

Other finds 1027-8 bone frags

Description and extent
Removal of high patch of fill; levels shift before
continuing down.
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Unit CB3.6.101 Date dug 23-6-09

Beg. Levels N - 464.41 S - 464.38

Under unit(s) 100

Volume 1058.2

End levels N - 464.20 S - 464.18

Over unit(s) 102

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Brownish dark brown semi-compact, fine, some gray

Pottery wt. 104.64 kg

Other finds
1 copper alloy rod frag
1029 - 38 bone frags
1(2 - 2 bone frags (add)
1(3 - 5 stopped

Description and extent
Pass across all of sondage. Exposed foundation of CB3.6.108
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Unit C830

Date dug 23 - 6 - 09

Locus C836038

Beg. Levels N - 464.20 5 - 464.18

End levels N 464.08 5 464.03

Under unit(s) 101

Over unit(s) -

Volume 500L

Soil: color, texture, inclusions
Brown, silt, mortar, fine small cobble/pebbles

Pottery wt. 3.95

Ldm White ware, Metza, Rimmed foot jar, Early Greek
Span E8/M8 to D8/M8

Other finds 1030 - 7 very frags

Description and extent Pass across all of sand.
Exposed foundation of C836034.
Some heavy rubble in area obscuring
foundation, though.